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Introduction
Pathfinding [16] solves problem of finding path from starting/current point to
destination point on some world representation. The world representation may be
more or less accurate to real world or pure virtual. Pathfinding is utilized in many
areas.
When you play a computer game, for example real time strategy, you may
control some units and you may order them to make some actions. Some of these
actions may require movement of some unit. When you give an order that require
movement, you shouldn't be bothered with the exact path, only the destination and
maybe hazards on the road. Not only player controlled units, but also AI controlled
units should be able to move around the game world freely enough, without being
forced on hardcoded paths. In case of serious game, operative goal selection and
actual path may be even more important. Let's consider some not so virtual aspects.
When you use GPS aided navigation, you inform the device about the desired target,
and expect it to navigate. Forces of integrated rescue system require shortest possible
path to their destination, based on actual conditions of the infrastructure, weather,
etc., so it is dynamic and cannot be given imperatively, moreover too broad
infrastructure may be too much for pure human operator.
All these have one thing in common. Some more or less accurate world
representation exists, current position in this representation is known, target position
in the representation is known and the path from current position to destination needs
to be computed without further human intervention. That is what pathfinding is for.

Motivation
Although numerous approaches for pathfinding are already known, the problem itself
is not trivial and for some applications none of the known approaches is ideal nor
proved as best achievable. So there is space for improvements.
We aim to combine approaches of A* [1], navigational meshes [11] and
hierarchical search (e.g. B-Tree member operation [6]). From A* we'd like to take its
precision, plausible node selection heuristic and possibility to account many elements
in state transitions, also we'd like to eliminate or reduce possible search state space
explosion. From navigational meshes we'd like to take its human readability with its
totality of reachable space and eliminate its abundant pathfinding complexity due to
1

many degenerated meshes near vertices and edges. From hierarchical search we'd
like to take its computation speed and eliminate its unnatural uniform clustering.

Structure
First we mention some related works, then in the second chapter we analyze the
problematic of navigation and propose a navigating solution. In the third chapter we
describe the structure needed for navigation with proposed approach. In the fourth
chapter, we describe the navigation itself on proposed structure. In the fifth chapter
we describe process of the generation of the structure for the navigation. In the sixth
chapter we consider means of memory optimization of the structure. In the seventh
chapter we deal with complexities of the proposed solution, both memory complexity
and computation complexity. In the eighth chapter, we observe generation of the
structure on few examples and in the ninth chapter we observe and compare actual
tests of proposed solution with common A* approach. Last chapter is the conclusion
and future work. Controls of the test application are in appendix B.
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1 Related works
Pathfinding is common problem in computer science, therefore multiple approaches
solving it exists. One of simple approaches is Dijkstra's algorithm [3] or other breathfirst searches, while more commonly used is A* [1,2]. In cases when memory is of
higher concern, IDA* [10] is preferred to A*. For truly static worlds, Floyd–
Warshall algorithm [8] may be used, while D* [14] aims for better support of
dynamic worlds.
Pathfinding can be quite resources intensive, therefore attempts for
parallelization [15] or even parallelization on GPU with expectation of massive
crowds [9] exists. Some complex scenarios even requires space-time planning [17],
where path from start to the target may not be accessible as a whole at any discrete
moment in the time.
Recently different approach of navigation emerged in game industry, where
world represented as graph of atomic vertices is replaced by composition of multiple
convex navigation meshes [11]. Each navigation mesh is then considered fully walkable (accessible). Generation of the navigation meshes [5] is itself a problem that
deserves an attention. Some studies examine approach of reducing convex navigation
meshes to triangular meshes (not atomic triangles) and operations on them [12].
Event introduction of navigation meshes does not pose straight forward single
best usage, so there are multiple studies dealing with their usage for different
scenarios. For example having multiple entities in the single world (as is usual in
most scenarios), steering them not to collide between themselves and move naturally
(not tightly following mesh geometry) is dealt with in the following paper [2]. There
are also attempts of utilizing some form of hierarchy within structure (either common
or navigation meshes) used for pathfinding, most notable one is HPA* [13], however
mass deployment maturity level is not reached yet.
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2 Analysis
2.1 Human observation
Observing how humans find paths, for example on a map, shows us these results.
The human is interested in its current (starting position) and considers all details only
in its closest vicinity to achieve a higher level. For example a merge from parking lot
to traffic. Once in traffic, only local (not dead end) roads are considered, so all
parking lots around the way are ignored. Transitions to more major roads are
favored. When a more mayor road is reached, only roads at its majority level and
higher are considered (when possible). So if the path contains multiple joined
highways, only their entry and exit points are considered. Entry point is straightforward and exit is considered to contain the whole target city (so it includes also the
target), all other complex in-city infrastructures along the way are totally ignored.
Local smaller roads are examined only when highways are not correctly
interconnected or the ones near the destination. This approach is very different than
computer used approaches.

2.2 Comparison with common algorithms
A* is extension of Dijkstra's algorithm, described in 1968 [4]. The algorithm works
on graphs, where it starts from the initial node and performs best-first search until
the target node is reached. Evaluation of nodes consists of already travelled distance
(knowledge) and expected shortest distance to the target (heuristic). Heuristic part of
the computation needs to be admissible (cannot overestimate) for algorithm to work
properly.
A* approach would consider every single road in the computation (although
guided by heuristic). This approach is complete and allows to account for paths
where it is better to leave highway on some exit, zigzag through the city and connect
onto the same highway later (e.g. highway circles around a city), and generally may
lead to a very complex paths. However we can let these super optimizations for local
aware drivers and consider them unnecessary, sometimes even undesired (average
human prefers slightly longer but less complex paths). So for many applications the
A* approach is not ideal as it considers too many and too complex possibilities,
which costs computation resources.
4

Navigation meshes [11] are convex shapes that represent accessible (walkable) area. When navigation meshes are used for navigation, all accessible areas of
the map are covered with disjunctive navigation meshes. These are then navigated
with usage of the Funnel Algorithm [7].
Problems of pure navigational meshes are these: single mesh is bound to be
convex and it is expected to represent an uniform area. So we either need to negate
terrain non-uniformity (transition from road to grass, sewer drain, narrow/steep
segment, segment with many different factors), or generate too many meshes
requiring more resources for computation. None of these possibilities is ideal.
Hierarchical Pathfinding (HPA*) [13] presents approach which clusters map
points into cluster, where each cluster represents wider area. Navigation is then
performed on top layer clusters and continues onto lower layers. This approach
benefits of similar speed up as usage of B-trees [6] for member operation.
Common hierarchical search could be compared to map navigation via
squares (Pic 2.1). If we consider search with no look-ahead nor other future
information, it needs to decide next square based on its current position, which
results in either highly unnatural path, or requires backtracking, which results in
broader search space.

Pic 2.1 - Example of non-trivial choice of a next square on a path from A to B

2.3 Hierarchical structure proposal
Based on human observation, we need multiple hierarchical levels. For the
simplicity, let's assume the top of the hierarchy as single element. This element
should contain sub-elements and so on in tree like manner. The very bottom of the
hierarchy needs to be mapped onto original world representation. Similarly to
human, the search on hierarchical representation needs to be greedy. So far the
proposal is similar to hierarchical search, which should provide us with its speed.
However instead of dividing map uniformly, we try to divide map with respect to its
navigability. For instance (rough idea) the top layer is represented by single element
that represents a map (i.e. world), next layer represents continents, followed by
highways, main roads, cities, local roads, road/parking transitions, road/dirt
5

transitions and atomic element mapped to world representation. So the element of
highway layer contains the whole highway, all its exits, and areas reachable from
these exits. Its children would contain the highway sub-element itself, exit elements,
and after exit areas (Pic 2.2).

Pic 2.2 - Example part of hierarchy on highway element

We can consider these elements like navigational meshes, except that they are
not uniform but may contain another layer of meshes, also we omit the convex
restriction (shape of road does not need to be convex). To make pathfinding simpler
from computation point, each hierarchical mesh is considered as uniform for their
layer (on entering the mesh, it is assumed that any single point may be reached
regardless of the real path via the mesh) as it will be considered later on lower
hierarchy level. For example when human decide to use a long highway, it is
irrelevant that in the middle starts a huge curve, that can be bypassed to the target,
whole highway is considered as path part and the best path from any exit to next
point is searched for, neglecting distance to the exit (Pic. 2.3). Pathfinding through
single element can be implemented by some A* like algorithm, as it is expected to
contain only few sub-elements, so heuristic failure is not as critical as with A* on full
world representation.

Pic 2.3 - Example of preferred longer track on highway prior to longer part of
new segment

Another look on this approach is drainage basins, as found in nature, where
the actual net creates tree structure. Just imagine it as two-way paths. You go with
the flow into wider and wider drainage basins, until your target is included. Once
6

deep enough, you navigate from your current drainage basin into its sub-basins until
target is reached.

2.4 Structure generation
Hierarchical structure can be constructed either by top-down or bottom-up approach.
In top-down approach, we need to dissect an element before we have information
about its content, so we need to make the dissection somehow uniformly. In bottomup approach we connect elements whose details area already known/computed,
which allows us to grow a more natural hierarchy. Because we aim for a, not so
uniform, more natural hierarchical structure, we chose bottom-up approach.
We start with a structure suitable for common A*, which creates the bottom
layer. We consider this layer to be atomic (whenever it consists of navigational
meshes or direct points) and refine it with the bottom-up approach until proposed
structure is reached. Each refinement step needs to connect closest top elements into
new top element, thus reducing total number of top elements.

7

3 Structure
The structure by definition contains atomic elements and elements consisting of other
elements. We call atomic ones as Low Meshes (in our case encapsulation of
triangles), these are directly mapped to position in the world representation. Low
Meshes are present only on the bottom layer and covers whole navigable world. Low
Meshes know their direct neighbors and distance price for traversal into them. Whole
bottom layer is equivalent to structure used during a common A* (and can be used as
so).
Above Low Meshes are High Meshes. Low Meshes and High Meshes can be
viewed on as internal and external nodes in a B-Tree [6] and so encapsulates multiple
meshes from the lower layer (disjunctively). Meshes that are at the top of the
hierarchy are called Top Meshes (note: in the final structure there is only one Top
Mesh). Unlike Low Mesh or High Mesh, Top Mesh is just special name for meshes
that are at the top of the hierarchy. Pointers to all Top Meshes are stored in container
designated for this purpose, so the whole structure is accessible and can be worked
on.
Final structure is expected to have only one Top Mesh, however during the
computation of its final form (or due to debugging purposes), multiple Top Meshes
may exist. As to simplify algorithms working on the structure, so single Top Mesh
may be assumed, in case of multiple Top Meshes and artificial mesh is created. This
artificial Top Mesh is called Global Mesh and unlike High Meshes it does not store
any data. It redirects any operations working with children to the structure of Top
Meshes. Visual example of various kinds of meshes can be seen on the picture (pic
3.1).

Pic 3.1 - Example of different meshes
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Each mesh represents some particular area on the world representation:
atomic position for Low Meshes and continuous area for High Meshes. Each mesh is
also part of the hierarchical structure, and the hierarchy is intuitively respecting areas
on the world representation. Each mesh bears data relevant to its position in the
hierarchy and position in the world (Pic 3.2):
•

Parent - High Mesh that is its parent in the hierarchy. Top Meshes
have no parent (these are top of the hierarchy).

•

Children - child meshes (meshes directly encapsulated by this mesh)
in the hierarchy. This field is filled only for High Meshes and Global
Mesh redirects to Top Mesh collection when its children are
requested. Field is empty for Low Meshes, as these are at the bottom
of the hierarchy.

•

Neighbors - directly reachable meshes in the world.

Pic 3.2 - Example of hierarchical data of single mesh

Parent and children records are obviously simple, while neighbor record
needs slightly more data (Pic 3.3; Pic 3.4):
•

Highest Mesh is the neighbor itself (can be Low Mesh). We need to
limit number of neighbors, as having for neighbor both, parent and
some of its children, is redundant and thus unwanted. Similar applies
for multiple children instead of single parent. Therefore the neighbor
is either a Top Mesh or it has the same parent as mesh it is the
neighbor of. In other words, the neighbor can be only the highest
distinctive (neighboring) mesh in the hierarchy.

•

Weighted distance represents distance price to walk towards this
neighbor. Distance is considered as a whole and is the same regardless
of the target point in the destination mesh. So accessing really
complex High Mesh has the same distance regardless of the fact
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whether a path leads just across the border or spans through the whole
mesh.
•

Unweighted distance is similar to weighted distance. However it is
expected to ignore any terrain difficulties, steepness, etc. and be just
plain distance. It is used when various area sizes of meshes needs to
be accounted for. For example, during the structure building it is used
to determine which neighbor allows broader movement for given
price.

•

Joints are individual atomic border crossings, so they are pairs of
Low Meshes. On the path, the joint can be viewed as the very last step
on the previous mesh and the very first step on the following mesh.

Pic 3.3 - Data stored by single mesh

Pic 3.4 - Example of data stored for single mesh
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4 Structure navigation
4.1 Helper structure
During the navigation, we are going to need some additional data to be marked for
meshes being processed. As the data is navigation season specific until the whole
path is obtained, we place them into additional structure, so with multiple such
structures, multiple navigations can take place simultaneously. Some form of a hash
table seems suitable, however the map itself is expected to be placed in the memory,
so we assume directly addressed array. As additional data per mesh per navigation
are constant, we can neglect its memory consumption, while utilizing direct access
response times. Helper structure for single Mesh contains these data:
•

Backlink to its mesh. This field is constant.

•

Iteration number. Each navigation operation has its iteration number,
which is used so that the structure does not need to be reset between
operations. When iteration overflow occurs (which is assumed to be
rare situation), some parts of the structure (for each Mesh) needs to be
reinitialized. As expected, this field is reinitialized on iteration
overflow.

•

Starters array, array of children that are considered as start points
within the Mesh. Navigation through this Mesh then takes place from
these start points pursuing any end point. The array is bounded by up
to three records (why will be described in the chapter Resource
usage).

•

End for iteration field is set to iteration for which is this mesh
considered as destination on its hierarchy level. This field is
reinitialized in iteration overflow.

•

Heap Index, Distance, Metric Distance, Predecessor are fields that
are used during the search.
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4.2 Creating temporary path
At the start, we have a starting low mesh and a destination low mesh. Because we
aim to use hierarchical search, we need to climb up the hierarchy. As each mesh
knows its parent, we simply walk from both: the start and the target until the first
common mesh is reached. Because each of them may be in a different depth, and the
common mesh itself may be deep enough, we proceed with the parent walk from
both low meshes simultaneously. This way, both walks are bounded by the length of
the longer chain between the common mesh and either low mesh. During the walk
we mark (into helper structure) parent chain from the starting atom with starter child
(including iteration number) and chain from target atom as end for this iteration
(Pic 4.1). Fields with iteration number are also utilized to recognize the first common
mesh where both chains meet.

Pic 4.1 - Marked starter child (green arrow) and end for iteration (pink fill)
after parent walk

Once the common mesh is obtained, temporary path is created as the common
mesh and the final low mesh. This temporary path is then crawled step by step and
refined as needed. Low mesh is considered to be part of the final path, while high
mesh needs further expansion.
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4.3 High Mesh expansion
High mesh is not mapped onto map representation directly, so it needs to be
expanded. Expansions take place in the form of local navigation (by the means of
A*) within the mesh on its children (i.e. single layer navigation only). Basic
navigation structure is heap on minimal distance, prefilled with starter children (read
from the helper structure, distances initialized to zero). Heap actually contains
references to elements from the helper structure therefore effective decrease
operation is available. The queue is then processed by the means of A*:
•

Top element is extracted

•

In case that final element was extracted, the sub-path is complete and
heap processing is aborted

•

All neighbors (within the expanded mesh) of extracted element are
crawled
o Freshly opened elements are initialized


Set whether element is final
•

already set (from parent walking at the start)

•

check neighbors against the next element on the
path (after the mesh being expanded)



Set distances to infinity (prevents bubbling upon heap
insert)



Insert into the queue

o real distance value for the mesh is computed and updated
when needed (update along with predecessor field) and
bubbled in the heap
Once the expanded sub-path is complete, it is crawled for low meshes (final
points of the final path), and joints to next step of each one are parent walked to mark
starting points for next expansion. And finally, the mesh being expanded is replaced
by the sub-path, which concludes expansion step.
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5 Structure generation
5.1 Bottom layer from geometry
When structure suitable for the bottom layer is not provided, we need to create it
from the geometry. We assume that the world geometry is represented by triangle
web with additional terrain difficulty information. If the triangle web isn't available,
we assume that the world is given as height map and terrain difficulty map which are
easily transformed into a triangle web. Also we assume that each triangle in the web
has at most one neighboring triangle on each edge. As seen on the picture (Pic 5.1),
each triangle needs information about its position, what are its neighbors and terrain
difficulty information. From these information price for traversal is computed and
final Low Mesh is created.

Pic 5.1 - Information needed by each triangle in triangle web for world geometry

5.1.1

Traversal price base

Base for the traversal price is the distance between triangles itself. Intuitive approach
is to use Euclidean distance of triangle's orthocenters. However this causes severe
discrepancies due to triangulation of the world. One from more notable ones can be
seen in the picture (Pic 5.2). Highlighted part represents three lines on the hill, which
are aligned with contour lines. Black triangle in the middle represents the starting
position, while each other triangle has red portion of its color set proportionally to its
distance from the starting point. It is obvious that distance along the contour line
rises almost as fast as perpendicularly to it. This is caused by the triangulation, where
narrow line is constructed by alternating up pointing and down pointing triangles.
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Orthocenters of such triangles positioned on the contour line are almost as distant as
when each triangle is in a different altitude (visualized by light-blue lines).

Pic 5.2 - Discrepancies caused by usage of Euclidean distance on triangulated
world

To solve previously noted discrepancy, we can do following. Box each
triangle into axis aligned box, and compute by how much we need to enlarge starting
box to encapsulate target box. This provides us with three numbers (one per each
coordinate), which can be used as coordinate distances and continue in the same way
as with the Euclidean distance.
Enlargement approach preserves triangle inequality. That means, enlarging
box of triangle A to encapsulate box of triangle B (path from A to B), needs to be no
longer than enlarging box of triangle A to encapsulate box of triangle C and then
enlarge box of triangle C to encapsulate box of triangle A (path from A to C and to
B). We prove this just intuitively (Pic 5.3): changing second part to enlarge box of
triangle A to encapsulate box of triangle C and then enlarge the enlarged box again,
to encapsulate also box of triangle A. This enlargement is definitely not shorter than
correct one and also shows that the final box had to be enlarged to contain boxes of
triangle A and triangle B, as well as additional box of triangle C, which can only
make the distance longer. Fact that enlarging at once or iteratively does not change
the outcome is the same as with common 3D triangle inequality.

15

Pic 5.3 - Intuitive proof idea for enlargement distance

Enlargement method as described above still causes discrepancies on specific
patterns. When we consider two paths (Pic 5.4): one that is narrow and vertically
zigzag and second one that has small narrow place at each peak (less zigzag), the
second one should be shorter. However not by this distance algorithm: while zigzag
one keeps each triangle box to reach extremes in altitude, the narrower one loses this
property on the narrow parts, and accounts full height for each slope. The problem is,
that while we need to box the whole target triangle (as we need to account for any
position in it), we do not need third vertex of the start triangle (one not on the
common edge) to take part in the computation. And so the solution is to box only
vertices on the common edge of the starting triangle and whole target triangle. As for
the approach of enhanced enlargement distance, all boxed vertices needs to be
accounted for, as we consider triangles atomic and have no information as from
where to start the movement, or where to finish it.

Pic 5.4 - Example of paths, where simple enlargement distance algorithm fails
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As we already have each coordinate enlargement individually (including
individual signed parts), we use it to multiply each by appropriate multiplier. The
multipliers are determined by the presentation of the map (e.g. it is easier ⇔ shorter
to walk sideways than to walk uphill, irregular scaling, etc.). Final coordinates are
then processed as if they were vector distance for Euclidean distance (i.e. square root
of dot product is computed).
5.1.2

Traversal price

Final price for traversal from starting triangle to target one is computed from
traversal price base and final multiplier. Final multiplier is one plus some of
additional multipliers, where each additional multiplier is product of the multiplier
itself and its respect, which is user defined weight for given multiplier. Additional
multipliers that accounts only target triangle area terrain difficulty and steepness
(computed as one minus height coordinate of the triangle normal). Additional
multipliers that accounts for both triangles are:
•

Difference of terrain difficulty allows underscoring of traversal between
different terrains.

•

Angle on the edge (0 - straight, 1 - 180°) allows underscoring of too zigzag
paths. It is also modified by another user set multiplier, depending on whether
the border is concave or convex. Concave path usually means better traversal
as it changes general direction from uphill to straight and from straight to
downhill. Analogically convex path usually means worse traversal (Pic 5.5).

Pic 5.5 - Visualization of concave and convex path

•

Difference of steepness, which is computed as difference of height
coordinate of triangle normals. This one may seem like duplicate of angle on
the edge, however angle on the edge accounts for the whole angle, while this
one considers steepness only (sharp edge may be on triangles that are steep
the same - imagine fence around the tree).
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5.2 Higher layers
When the bottom layer is ready, it is merged in multiple merging iterations, until
single top mesh is reached. Merging iteration consists of two phases: Candidate
picking, where each top mesh selects its merging candidates and Processing
matches, where matching candidates from previous phase are merged onto new high
meshes.
5.2.1

Candidate picking

Candidate picking phase needs to determine, which meshes are going to be merged
into single new Top Mesh in the next iteration. One idea would be to select meshes
that are close enough and each iteration rise the threshold value of what is close
enough. However maps and their average distances may differ, even distances in
various subareas may differ, so another approach is required.
To omit difficulties of starting threshold as well as threshold update
algorithm, we omit the threshold value altogether and let each top mesh to inspect all
its neighbors and create a list of its closest neighbors. We do not force distances to be
symmetric, yet we need to ensure, that at least one match of candidates occur every
iteration (so actual merge occurs). Therefore we compute distances towards the
neighboring mesh as well as the reverse distance and use half of their sum as the
relevant distance for candidate picking. This is one of the drawbacks of this
approach: mesh division of the map for A to B navigation is the same as for the
reverse route.
Another problem is that we do not have uniform size of the meshes per layer,
so meshes of various sizes and shapes will be compared. So some smaller hard to
traverse mesh may be preferred over the larger easily traversable one (Pic. 5.6),
which is in the contrary with our analysis (we prefer creating single highway instead
of detailed exits on each junction). The solution is to use a unit distance that is the
actual distance divided by unweighted distance. This way the mesh that is easier to
traverse, regardless of its size, will be picked as merging candidate.
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Pic 5.6 - Example where selecting candidates by naive distance fails

5.2.2

Processing matches

Once candidates are picked, processing matches takes place. Processing crawls top
meshes and processes them one by one (processing of one top mesh processes
another one as side effect). At the start of top mesh processing, all top meshes to be
merged with currently processed one are collected (so they will be processed in this
step as well). Collected top meshes consist of candidates that report currently
processed top mesh as theirs' candidate (reflexivity) and their own collection
recursively (transitivity). New high mesh is then created from these collected meshes
(they becomes children of the new high mesh, which replaces them as a top mesh).
Creation of the new high mesh needs to account for its new children at first,
so it assigns itself as parent for all of them (that marks them as no-Top Meshes).
Then it extracts extremes of all the children (extreme points for boxing) and
computes its extreme points and stores them. Extreme points are used for boxing
purpose when metric distance is required during navigation. This provides us with
usable high mesh. However we still need to account for neighbor records.
To properly handle neighbors, we temporarily need inter-distances between
all of the children (preferably computed by Floyd-Warshall [8]), so that we can
acquire traverse prices between neighbors and the new high mesh. As children are
processed to account for neighbors, each neighbor of a child is checked whether it is
outside neighbor (not another child) and processed if so. Forward (the high mesh to
an outside neighbor) and reverse (an outside neighbor to the high mesh) records are
handled differently.
Forward record simply accepts any outside neighbor as neighbor of the high
mesh. However when multiple children points to the same outside neighbor, a
conflict occurs. The high mesh should have only one record for each neighbor (when
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we have multiple paths to a neighbor, it is still the same neighbor). This is achieved
by merging neighbor records pointing to the conflicting neighbor mesh. Joints are
simply concatenated and for the distances, ones from the record with the best
weighted distance are used (prefer shortest path).
Reverse records are not only from top meshes towards the new high mesh,
but may be from any level mesh. Update of the reverse record consists of changing
neighbor target from a child to the new high mesh, and updating distance prices.
Before processing of reverse records themselves, we need to obtain distance from
processed child to the rest of the new high mesh, as that will be used for record
updating. We experimented with multiple options:
•

Average of distances to all children, as averaging is often good approach in
real applications for many problems. The price to enter new high mesh from
given child would equal to average price of reaching any point in the high
mesh.

•

Worst unweighted distance. The price to enter new high mesh from given
child would be determined by most distant (from unweighted point of view)
point in the high mesh.

•

Worst weighted distance. The price to enter new high mesh from given
child would be determined by the worst possible path (of shortest paths).

•

Worst unit distance. The price to enter new high mesh from given child
would be determined by the path with worst unit distance. This approach was
selected as final, as it seems to provide the best results.
Obtaining the price is determined by the child, which was original target of

the neighbor record, so it is wise to progress child by child (to avoid doing same
computations repeatedly). Unlike forward records, where neighbor was always top
mesh, reverse record may be pointing from any layer of the structure. Therefore we
collect outside joints (between child and non-child) of the processed child and
parent-walk their outside low mesh to obtain all meshes that contains reverse record
and so needs an update. Reverse record of each collected mesh is then updated so it
points to the newly created mesh (Pic 5.7) and distances are set as the original one
plus the computed one (reach original neighbor + access any other place in the high
mesh).
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Pic 5.7 - Example of a mesh merging. Pink one is a new high mesh.

During the record update, it may happen, that some external mesh pointed to
multiple children of the new high mesh. Therefore during the neighbor record update
also duplicity neighbor check needs to be made. In case of the duplicity, both records
have merged joints and the one with the best weighted distance determines distance
values.
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6 Memory optimization
Generated structure can be viewed as some sort of tree without any balancing. As
with any such tree structure, this one may also degenerate into linear depth. The
more layers the tree has, the more layers needs to be processed and more layers
needs to be stored in a memory. So we may gain from some optimization which
bounds tree's depth.

6.1 Idea
Idea is to proceed with generation as described, and then compress layers via
multiple compression steps. Each mesh can be seen as a tree node and its children as
its sub-nodes. We examine each node and compress ones that are least useful to the
structure. Compression of node consists of taking all its children and assigning them
directly to its parent (thus replacing compressed node and possibly decreasing
number of layers).

6.2 Algorithm
6.2.1

Node evaluation

We determine usefulness of the node by the count of its children, as we aim for some
balancing in the number of children per node. We do not consider every single node
for compression for each step. We start from top meshes and evaluate only ones that
have more layers than desired. For mesh that is to be evaluated, we find out which
children have the most layers, and consider these ones for evaluation (as compressing
others would not make any difference). Then we proceed with evaluation of the mesh
being evaluated. In case that it have more layers than desired number plus one, it is
not evaluated at all (as its children needs to be compressed first anyway).
6.2.2

Compression

Once all meshes (considered for compression at current step) are evaluated, ones
with lowest usability are compressed. Main part of the compression step, is passing
of children from compressed mesh to its parent (thus removing itself from the
hierarchy). This operation modifies usability of the parent mesh, so it cannot be
compressed in the same compression step.
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As the parent accepts children of the compressed mesh, it also needs to
account for neighboring changes. Meshes outside of the parent mesh are pointing
towards the parent, so no change occurs here. Children of the compressed mesh point
outside into unmodified area, so they stay the same too. Changes are on neighbors
towards the compressed mesh, which are records from its siblings in the parent mesh
(Pic 6.1). These need to be updated to point directly into children of the compressed
mesh, because the compressed mesh is to be removed from the hierarchy. All
neighbor records towards the compressed mesh needs to be located (by parent
walking its joints with outside world), and realigned towards its children.

Pic 6.1 - Example of needed neighbor changes on compression

Division of the single record towards compressed mesh can be divided into
multiple records towards its children parent-walking its joints (Pic 6.2), however it is
not as easy to re-compute neighboring distances (during structure building, best
distance was selected and inferior one discarded). We simply omit this discrepancy
during the process and re-compute them after all compression steps are done,

Pic 6.2 - Example of division of single neighbour record to multiple records.
After silver mesh gets compressed, dark blue mesh needs to account for this
change which results in two neighbors instead of one (yellow and pink mesh).
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6.2.3

After compression distance re-computation

After enough compression steps, when structure gains desired number of maximum
layers, we re-compute neighboring distances once for all meshes. The process is
recursive with look up tables. We prefill queue with top meshes and for every
element in the queue, we crawl its neighbors and assign correct values as well as add
each children into the queue.
Each computed distance is stored into look up table, so it does not have to be
computed multiple times. Distance between two meshes depends on best distance
between bordering joint and target mesh (i.e. the starting mesh structure is not as
important, except of selection of the best joint). So we always deal with distance
from low mesh (taken from joints) towards target mesh. Distance towards low mesh
is direct distance between them and distance towards high mesh is distance towards
its connecting child plus inter-mesh distances. This way each distance is computed at
most once.
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7 Resource usage
7.1 Space complexity
7.1.1

Structure

At the bottom of the structure are atoms. Each stores constant amount of data. Each
atom is assigned single Low Mesh, where are constant data and neighbors marked.
Due to graph being planar, average number of neighbors of atom is bounded by
constant [18]. This totals in  memory usage for the whole bottom level.
Other meshes are as follows. Global mesh, if present, consumes constant
amount of memory so we can neglect it. Each high mesh consists of multiple (at least
two) meshes as its children. Upon creation of any high mesh, its children are top
meshes, and afterwards, none of the children remain top mesh and the high mesh
becomes top mesh itself. Therefore up to

 high meshes can be created which

totals in  memory usage for high meshes, except children and neighbor
records. As each mesh can be child of at most one high mesh, we can add this
constant memory usage to the child.
Neighbor records are mostly joints and some constant data, so considering
just joints is enough. Meshes create tree hierarchy, with up to
 joints per whole layer. This totals in 

 layers and up to

  memory usage for joint

 is achievable (Pic 7.1), no further

records, and as memory usage of 

analysis is needed. To sum it all up, total memory usage of the whole structure is
 .

Pic 7.1 - Example of merging where (triangles/2) layers uses at least (triangles/2)
joints in total, occupying      memory space in joints

Quadratic memory usage may not seem plausible always, so we can reduce it
to linear by limiting number of layers. Either we can be lucky to have only few
layers, we can proceed with only constant number of merging steps, or we can use
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compression for memory optimization of the structure. With number of layers
bounded by constant, the total memory usage of the whole structure is  .
7.1.2

Navigation

During navigation, among others, we store some additional data per each mesh.
Stored data are (described in chapter Structure navigation): Backlink to its mesh,
Iteration number, Starters array, End for iteration, Heap Index, Distance, Metric
Distance and Predecessor. Except starters array, each information obviously occupies
constant amount of space. Starter array needs constant space for single starter. At the
start of the navigation, there is only single starting point and by parent walking at
most one starter is selected for each mesh. Therefore beginning of the navigation
uses at most one space in starters array of a single mesh.
During the navigation, whenever expanded sub-path of any mesh contains
low mesh, joints towards next step are parent walked to select starting points for it.
The parent walking is bounded by the next step mesh (one for which starters are
being parent walked), as higher meshes won't be navigated through. Average number
of joints for low mesh is bounded by constant (graph is planar [18]), which results in
amortized constant number of records. Starting point can be marked either between
meshes on sub-path, or between the last mesh of the sub-path and next step (after
mesh that was being expanded). Therefore when we make average via all the meshes,
average number of starter records per mesh is bounded by constant.
The additional data structure occupies constant amount of data per mesh, so
its memory usage is  ℎ = 

 , however if we consider only constant

number of navigations taking place at a time, we can add this memory complexity to
structure representation where this additional structure can be stored in direct
indexed array and neglect it from navigation at all. On the other hand, if it was not
possible to bound number of navigations, we may store additional data only for
accessed meshes in some sort of hash table (preserves pseudo constant access time),
which totals in   space complexity.
Navigation itself creates final path, which consists of individual steps.
Expansion expands single step into more steps, so the path representation occupies
 !" memory space. Heap is the only other structure, which is used
during expansion and is not bounded by a constant. Elements in the heap are children
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of the currently expanded mesh, and are processed in the manner of A*, which is
# $! for the worst case.
This totals in neglected 

 for additional structure, max (ℎ)

for heap used in the search and * ℎ  ℎ for the path itself. This results in
  ⊆ 

 memory complexity for the whole navigation

or # $! +  !" memory complexity when neglecting memory
space of additional structure.
7.1.3

Structure generation

Creating low meshes from atoms requires constant amount of temporary space for
the operation. Candidate picking part of merging produces candidate list that stores
plausible candidates, using ℎ-  space. The map is planar, so average
number of neighbors is bounded by constant [18], which results in total
  space consumption for candidates records across all top meshes.
Processing phase of merging collects meshes to be merged into single new
high mesh, which uses (ℎ) temporary memory space. Then it creates new
high mesh for collected meshes. Creation of new high mesh temporarily stores all
inter children distances which temporarily uses # $! space.
Before the update of reverse neighbor records, outside joints of processed
child are collected, the collection temporarily occupies max . ) /  
space for each child (one child at a time is processed). Then meshes that needs to be
updated are collected, which occupies additional temporarily .*) )

ℎ

space. Number of joints is bounded by the total number of low meshes and maximum
number of updated meshes is bounded by total number of meshes. Both can be
bounded by  memory complexity.
To sum it up, candidates picking phase uses up to  *

ℎ space and

processing phase uses up to (ℎ) space for inter-children distances and


 for reverse neighbor record updating. This totals in  *_ ℎ +

(ℎ) +

 =  $! + 

temporarily space complexity

during structure generation process.
7.1.4

Compression

Compression itself needs storage for usefulness of evaluated meshes, which in the
worst case may be all meshes, so requirements for this structure is 
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 .

Similar are requirements for queue of meshes to be evaluated. Compression step
itself needs storage for meshes that contains neighbor record towards compressed
mesh, which is 

as well. Therefore total memory complexity of



compression step is  .
After the compression, distance re-computation phase requires place for look
up storage of already computed distances. Its memory complexity is same as
  for uncompressed

complexity of the whole structure, which would be 
structure and is 

 ∗  2 = 

memory complexity for

compressed structure. Among space for computed distances, during the computation
full matrix for Floyd-Warshall needs to be computed, which requires additional
# $! memory space.
Total memory complexity of mesh compression is 
compression itself and (ℎ) +



for

 for distance re-computation. This

totals in # $! +  ⊆ 

memory complexity for the

whole structure compression.

7.2 Computation complexity
7.2.1

Structure generation

Bottom layer of the structure is simple encapsulation of atoms into low meshes and
recording its neighbors. Because the graph is planar, average number of neighbors
per atom is bounded by constant [18], so the complexity of the bottom layer
generation is  .
Candidate picking phase of merge iteration collects candidates for each Top
Mesh. Checking single neighbor of single top mesh is done in constant time, as
relevant distances are already stored in the structure. Because top layer of the
structure represents planar graph, average number of neighbors per top mesh is
bounded by constant [18]. Therefore complexity of single candidate picking phase is
 *

ℎ . At the start, there is single top mesh per each atom, and each merge

iteration number of top meshes decreases. Therefore total complexity of candidate
picking phases through all the merge steps is  .
Processing matches phase of a merging iteration at first collects meshes to be
merged. Each mesh that is collected also checks its candidates (average count
bounded by constant in planar graph [18]) for collecting, so this part has complexity
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of ( ( )_

(ℎ

per each merged mesh. However each top mesh is

collected exactly once (per merging iteration), so the complexity of the collecting
part through the whole processing phase is  *

ℎ . Total complexity of this

part of processing matches through all merging iterations is  .
Next part of processing matches phase is creation of the new high mesh.
Whole allocation of the high mesh, claiming its children with assignment of their
parent and extraction of extremes runs in (ℎ) time. Each mesh can be child
of at most one high mesh and number of meshes is bounded by number of atoms.
Therefore the whole complexity of this part through all merging iterations is
3∑5678 ∑5678_95:9_;7<9 (ℎ)= = ∑95:9_;7<9 (ℎ) =  ℎ =
 .
Before processing neighbor records, inter-child distances needs to be
computed. Floyd-Warshall algorithm [8] runs in (ℎ)>

time. That is

complexity for single high mesh. We need to obtain complexity through all merge
iterations, which is same as complexity for creation of every high mesh. The final
complexity for all Floyd-Warshall runs is 3∑95:9_;7<9 (ℎ) >= ⊆ ? .
Processing of single forward record either creates new record in the neighbor
list of the high mesh or updates existing one. We can neglect complexity of working
with the records collection (number of neighbors is bounded by constant). Only nontrivial part remaining is, marking all joints into the neighbor record, which takes
/   time. Single child of the high mesh may have multiple forward records,
the high mesh may have multiple children, multiple high meshes may be created in
single merging operation and it takes multiple merging operations to obtain the final
structure. Therefore the final complexity of forward record processing is
3∑5678 ∑95:9 ;7<9 ∑E95FD ∑@A8BC8D 87EA8D /  =. Forward records in any merging
iteration may not share any joint and number of joints is bounded by the number of
atoms (average joints per atom is bounded by constant in planar graph [18]).
3∑5678 ∑95:9 ;7<9 ∑E95FD ∑@A8BC8D 87EA8D /  = ⊆ ∑5678

 = 0  ∗

 . As number of iterations is bounded, total complexity of forward record
processing across all merging iterations is   ∗

 ⊆  .

Computing distance of processed child to the rest of the high mesh takes
(ℎ) time, as it simply reads values towards each child from precomputed
table of inter-children distances. Through all merging iterations, this computation is
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done once per each high mesh, so its total complexity is 3∑95:9 ;7<9 (ℎ)= =
 ℎ =  .
Collecting joints for reverse records is bounded by the total number of joints
through the whole processing phase (same as with forward records), so it uses up to




time. Through all merging iterations, it is   ∗

 =

 .
Collection of meshes (by joint parent-walking) containing reverse record
among collecting itself also needs to check whether a mesh was already collected, so
the complexity depends on the used structure. With tree based structure, the
complexity of collecting for single high mesh is ( ( )_ ℎ ∗
log( ( )_ ℎ , it can be further reduced to ( ( )_ ℎ by
usage of appropriate hash table. Number of collected meshes is bounded by total
number of meshes, so it is 



ℎ = 

 meshes to have updated

reverse record pointing to single child (former top mesh). Therefore number of
updated reverse records per single merging iteration is  *_ ℎ ∗


  , which is   ∗

  = ?

 =

collected meshes for

reverse record update through all merging iterations. Updating of the reverse record
itself consists of locating the appropriate record (amortized constant due to graph
being planar [18]), updating appropriate variables and checking for duplicities.
Accounting for concatenation gives us total complexity of 

K

unless

structure with effective (1 ) concatenate operation is used.
To sum it up, total complexities through all merging iterations are: 
for the bottom layer, 

 for the candidate picking phase and  


 > for

the processing matches phase. This totals in ? complexity of constructing
the navigation structure. Hash table based structure for mesh collecting and constant
concatenation of joints during reverse record update of processing matches phase is
assumed.
7.2.2

Navigation

Climbing up the hierarchy to obtain the first common mesh, takes up at most
traversing all layers. At each layer, starting mesh and end of iteration number are
marked, both which takes constant time. Number of layers is bounded by number of
atoms, so this part of the navigation takes  time. As this part of
complexity fairly exceeds number of final atoms of given path, we also consider
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compressed variant (bounded number of layers). Now the complexity of initialization
part is constant M .
Once starting path is created, multiple expansion steps are done, until full
final path is obtained. Walking via the full path (not expanded steps) takes
* ℎ  ℎ computation time. Expansion step consists of constant operations
and managing heap. Each non-constant heap operation takes log  
time. In the worst case, each child of expanded mesh needs to be examined, which
results in (ℎ) ∗ log(ℎ)

time for managing heap during single

expansion.
In the worst possible case, every single mesh would need to be processed and
expanded, so 
have 

 meshes would need expansion where most of them may
children, which results in  ∗ NOP 



time

complexity. This upper bound is unacceptable for path-finding algorithm.
If we assume that meshes are generated in a way, that each has reasonable
amount of children (bounded by constant), the complexity significantly drops to


 . This is still not perfect and requires assumption on navigated structure.

Another approach is to consider compression, where number of layers is limited by
constant. This results in * ℎ  ℎ
* ℎ ℎ ∗

expansions, with total complexity of

 . With the use of compression we may not

 ∗ log

assume anything about maximum number of children, so we need different
assumption. We take it from the fact, that child processing is made by A* algorithm,
which allows us to assume inspecting .-* ℎ  ℎ

children in each

expanded mesh. This results in time complexity of 3∑<QRSC69 .-* ℎ ℎ ∗
log.-* ℎ  ℎ = ⊆  !" ∗ NOP !"

for expansions.

After the expansion, expanded step needs to be replaced with the expansion
which takes T*   ℎ

time. If we assume that each expansion produces

at least two steps, total complexity of replacing expanded steps by expansion is
 !" . With the compression, we do not need this assumption to achieve
the same complexity.
The total complexity of navigation from starting point to destination point
requires 

 ∗ log



computation time. This upper bound stands for

non-compressed version, and is theoretical upper bound, as algorithm behaves faster
in real scenarios. To obtain plausible complexity, we need to make some
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assumptions on the navigated terrain, or apply compression. With applied
compression, the upper bound is  !" ∗ NOP !" .
7.2.3

Compression

Evaluation of meshes for compression takes constant time per mesh, that is
 ℎ ⊆ 

 . It is possible that each compression iteration only one

mesh is compressed, so it is possible to achieve  2 ⊆ 



compression iterations. This totals in   complexity just for evaluation and
selecting meshes for compression, until desired number of layers is reached.
The compression itself starts with updating of reverse records to compressed
mesh. Before update, each mesh containing record towards the compressed one
needs to be collected. Collection is done by parent walking joints of internal
neighbors (children of the same parent) from compressed mesh. Among collecting,
collection also needs to determine, whether a mesh is collected first time or already
in collection, in what case parent walking is interrupted. We assume hash table for
collection, so both member and insert operations takes (amortized) constant time.
Therefore collecting of meshes that needs update takes  ℎ ⊆ 

 .

After collecting, each collected mesh is processed. At first appropriate neighbor
record is located (one pointing to the mesh being compressed) and removed from the
neighbors collection. Then records joints are walked one by one and each one is
parent walked to obtain appropriate child of the mesh being compressed, which
becomes new neighbor. During compression of single mesh (through all collected
meshes) 



bounded by 

joints are parent-walked (as number of joints per layer is
 ) and each parent chain is bounded by number of layers. This

totals in  computation time for updating of reverse records per single
compressed mesh.
After updating of reverse records, parent of compressed mesh claims its
children, which takes (ℎ)
(ℎ) ⊆ 

time and can be safely considered

 . Finally the compressed mesh is removed from children

of its parent (ℎ) ⊆ 

 and the parent itself including its ancestors

updates their extremes  (  ∗ (ℎ) ⊆  .
The total computation complexity of evaluating meshes for compression
  and complexity of compression of

through all compression steps is 
single mesh is 

 . Each mesh may be compressed at most once (as
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compression eliminates the compressed mesh), we acquire total complexity of whole
compression as ? .
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8 Example structures
For better visualization of the algorithm, we briefly observe a structure generation on
few examples. We start with very simple map, to see basic ideas then proceed with
uniform cone map, where we can demonstrate some artifacts. Then we observe cone
mam once again, but with different triangulation to prove, that artifacts are
influenced by the triangulation used. Last but not least we observe structure
generation on more realistic map.

8.1 Simple map
Here we observe simple map (Pic. 8.1), which is basically primitive maze. We expect
our algorithm to differentiate bottom level (path), top levels (paths on top of the
walls) and walls individually. This way, the navigation on the path is slowed with
computation of shortcuts through the walls. Individual merging steps can be seen in
the picture (Pic 8.2), as this map is really small and simple, all steps are present. The
algorithm behaves exactly as expected, at firs squares are formed, then small convex
shapes are promoted into top meshes, and then these convex parts connect into
shapes mirroring walk-able paths. At the end, closest parts are connected until single
top mesh is formed.

Pic 8.1 - Simple map example
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Pic 8.2 - All merge steps (from left to right, from top to bottom). Each top mesh
is highlighted by single color.

8.2 Cone map
Here we observe cone artificial map (Pic 8.3) and how is the structure generated on
this map. As the map requires more steps until final structure is generated, we show
only few of them (Pic 8.4). The merging starts plausibly creating meshes along
contour lines, however near 1:30 and 7:30 angle obvious artifacts are forming. These
are caused by the triangulation, where the shape of the individual atom is in conflict
with the represented terrain contour lines, and this discrepancy is propagated through
the merging process up to the final single mesh.
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Pic 8.3 - Cone map example

Pic 8.4 - Subset of merge steps (from left to right, from top to bottom). Each
top mesh is highlighted by single color.

8.3 Cone map - alternative
Previous example show serious artifacts, which disturb the whole structure, where
paths that should cross the artificially created border, are most probably to be
corrupted by those artifacts. To prove, that artifacts are originating from the distances
(caused by their shape) between atoms, next picture (Pic. 8.5) shows subset of
merging steps. As can be seen, the artificial border is no more present and mesh
generation is closer to actually generate contour lines. Some artificial borders are still
present (i.e. multiple height levels merges before whole contour line is connected),
however to fully eliminate this, triangulation respecting gradients would need to be
implemented.
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Pic 8.5 - Subset of merge steps (from left to right, from top to bottom). Each
top mesh is highlighted by single color.

8.4 Example map
This example shows structure generation on more realistic map (Pic 8.6). As real
map does not tend to have contour lines close to simple functions, artifacts
occurrence should be lowered. That is because the artifact emerges when atom's
shape is in conflict with the contour line. With real maps, the problem should be only
local, so the border of higher mesh is expected to be only slightly deviated. Basically
around the place of artifact origination, contour lines are expected to differ, and so
not continue with the artifact. As with previous example, the map is little more
complex, so we select few steps from the merging steps (Pic 8.7). The merging
nicely starts by creating small meshes around the contour lines as expected. In later
iterations creation of single mesh from down valley is clearly visible. During the
final steps, most meshes are already created and bigger units are being connected
together, plus rubbish meshes are merged with them. The rubbish meshes are small
meshes that are somehow omitted from the process, and are connected with the last
larger mesh near the end. This rubbish meshes are inevitable on more complex maps,
as even with human made contour lines, some would intersect, so some contour lines
would need to be favored to others, and disjunctive meshes of these omitted then
creates the rubbish meshes.
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Pic 8.6 - Example map

Pic 8.7 - Subset of merge steps (from left to right, from top to bottom). Each
top mesh is highlighted by single color.
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9 Comparison with A*
To compare our algorithm with commonly used A*, we developed simple program
which is able to navigate by both of them. The algorithm is able to navigate from
selected start point to selected destination point, provides information about path
lengths and visualizes paths on the map. A* computed path is visualized by red
highlighting and path computed by our algorithm is visualized by light blue. For later
tests, the program supports so called wave path, where only starting point is selected,
and paths are computed into each other place. In the case of wave, distances are
visualized by color saturation with darkest color for shortest distance and most
saturated color for longest distance. During all tests we compare A* computed results
(as reference) with our approach computed on full structure, structure compressed to
10 layers and structure compressed to 5 layers.
Program is able to write computation time, some simple statistics of
computed paths and their comparisons with A*. Distances present in following tables
are computed as follows:
•

Path distance - direct reported distance of the path

•

XYZ distance - path price base - no multipliers applied

•

XY distance - path price base neglecting height

•

Z distance - path price base taking only height into account.

For all testing scenarios, we used uniform triangulation of height map, where
each pixel represents single vertex. Each square between four vertices is triangulated
into four right triangles with base on one of the square edges and top in fifth point in
the middle of the square (its height is computed as average). For bottom level
distance computation all multipliers were set to one, except Z coordinate distance
multiplier, which was set to 5 downward and 10 upwards to simulate gravity,
concave angle multiplier, which was set to 1.05 and convex angle multiplier which
was set to 0.95.

9.1 Cone map
We demonstrate few path examples on a cone map (Pic 9.1), which is somewhat
artificial, but suffices for now. Problem with this map is, that uniform triangulation
on the low level causes unnatural merging to meshes on places, where triangle edges
are under the biggest angle with contour line. This can be seen on first example
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(Pic 9.2), where beginning of the path started to follow the contour line, but once it
reached point, where difference between elliptic contour line and square triangle base
was most obvious, the path climbed straight up. Then it reached the point, where path
exited this artifact and continued along the contour path as expected, until the same
artifact was met on the opposite side. Compression eliminates these artifacts partly,
however after longer part of the path, another one was observed. Finally with
stronger compression, more artifacts were eliminated and the path behaves almost
like A* reference one (it just picked opposite direction). Numeric results can be seen
in table (Table 9.1).

Pic 9.1 - Cone map

Pic 9.2 - Example of long path. Compression level: none for left, 10 layers for
middle, 5 layers for right.
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cmp. time
distance
XYZ
XY
Z

A*
20ms
13,0464 (100%)
9,89917 (100%)
3,82813 (100%)
7,58003 (100%)

full
1ms
19,262 (148%)
14,5619 (147%)
3,54688 (93%)
12,8352 (169%)

10 layers
1ms
25,4282 (195%)
19,2511 (194%)
5,42188 (142%)
16,4742 (217%)

5 layers
1ms
15,2613 (117%)
11,5852 (117%)
4,54688 (119%)
8,8681 (117%)

Table 9.1 - Table with results of long path example

During shorter path (Pic 9.3), or generally path that does not cross areas with
artifacts, result contains less unexpected deviations. Here the one with best
compression provides worst path, as the compression introduce losses into structure.
In this case, other loses outweighed loses of artifacts. Numeric results can be seen in
table (Table 9.2).

Pic 9.3 - Example of short path. Compression level: none for left, 10 layers for
middle, 5 layers for right.

cmp. time
distance
XYZ
XY
Z

A*
1
4,49656 (100%)
3,40662 (100%)
1 (100%)
2,90314 (100%)

full
1
4,99551 (111%)
3,78218 (111%)
1 (100%)
3,28274 (113%)

10 layers
1
5,3718 (119%)
4,06915 (119%)
1,1875 (119%)
3,4585 (119%)

5 layers
1
11,8126 (263%)
8,9607 (263%)
2,75 (275%)
7,49692 (258%)

Table 9.2 - Table with results of short path example

To make better overview of average path length and computation time, we
proceed with wave example (Pic 9.4). We set starting point in the lower left area, and
compute path to every single point in the map. Then we make comparisons of
computed path with their A* computed equivalents. The more saturated color
represents longer path. The second row contains only distance highlight, so terrain
highlight does not mix with the result. Numeric results can be seen in table
(Table 9.3).
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Pic 9.4 - Example of wave path with starting point at bottom left. From left to
right: A*, full structure, compression to 10 layers, compression to 5 layers. Up
row with terrain highlight, bottom row without.

cmp. time
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
avg

A*
40020
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

full
2585
113%
143%
200%
327%
158%

10 layers
2378
116%
146%
204%
577%
185%

5 layers
2354
111%
119%
137%
280%
130%

Table 9.3 - Table with results of wave path with starting point at bottom left.
Comparisions towards distance of A*.

Last example on this map is also wave; however we start close to the tip of
the cone (Pic 9.5). This example nicely demonstrates how uncompressed structure
contains artifacts, which can be partly eliminated by compression; however the
compression itself causes its own artifacts. Numeric results can be seen again in table
(Table 9.4).
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Pic 9.5 - Example of wave path with starting point near the tip. From left to
right: A*, full structure, compression to 10 layers, compression to 5 layers. Up
row with terrain highlight, bottom row without.

cmp. time
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
avg

A*
52927
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

full
2273
135%
160%
193%
819%
173%

10 layers
1837
146%
172%
207%
757%
182%

5 layers
2656
142%
167%
201%
503%
189%

Table 9.4 - Table with results of wave path with starting point near the tip.
Comparisions towards distance of A*.

9.2 Example map
Here we demonstrate few examples on more realistic map (Pic 9.6). Roughness of
more realistic maps should balance out some artifacts from structure generation, as
triangle in bad orientation towards contour lines are expected to be local problem,
because contour lines are not expected to be simple curves. However artifacts from
compression are expected to persist.
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Pic 9.6 - Example map

Considering example of navigation through realistic map (Pic 9.7), the path
selected by our approach differs from the reference one, however if we examine it is
good selection. The map contains two hilly surfaces and in any path from start to the
finish, trench between those surfaces needs to be crossed. A* approach simply
selected different crossing point. Except the crossing point selection, path computed
by our approach nicely bends within valley and continues through the hill in more or
less straight fashion. Numerical results can be seen in table (Table 9.5).

Pic 9.7 - Example of long path. Compression level: none for left, 10 layers for
middle, 5 layers for right.

cmp. time
distance
XYZ
XY
Z

A*
29
49,6366 (100%)
30,4352 (100%)
5,15625 (100%)
28,0187 (100%)

full
4
106,466 (214%)
63,3988 (208%)
11,0938 (215%)
57,7287 (206%)

10 layers
2
99,4923 (200%)
59,8186 (197%)
10,7188 (208%)
54,4523 (194%)

Table 9.5 - Table with results of long path example.
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5 layers
3
87,4739 (176%)
52,6614 (173%)
9,21875 (179%)
48,1411 (172%)

Medium length example (Pic 9.8) nicely follows reference path, it just sticks
to outer part of an oval in the turning where both paths divide. On one side, this
prolongs final path little, on the other side, the path is still believable for game entity
to move around it. Moreover due to computation speed boost, more entities may
navigate, before user player notices fps drop. Numerical results can be seen again in
table (Table 9.6).

Pic 9.8 - Example of medium length path. Compression level: none for left, 10
layers for middle, 5 layers for right.

cmp. time
distance
XYZ
XY
Z

A*
8
25,7126 (100%)
16,1252 (100%)
4,4375 (100%)
13,5792 (100%)

full
2
32,8563 (128%)
20,6323 (128%)
5,625 (127%)
17,4259 (128%)

10 layers
1
27,9763 (109%)
18,0453 (112%)
5,375 (121%)
14,8647 (109%)

5 layers
1
27,3685 (106%)
17,517 (109%)
5,125 (115%)
14,5071 (107%)

Table 9.6 - Table with results of medium length path example.

As with previous map, we continue with wave example (Pic 9.9). In the first
wave example we set starting point inside of the valley. Saturation of the colors
nicely follows the relief, and artifacts are not so problematic than in artificial (too
uniform geometry) maps. Event compression seems to have little effect on adding
additional artifacts. Numerical results can be seen again in table (Table 9.7).
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Pic 9.9 - Example of wave path with starting point in the valley. From left to
right: A*, full structure, compression to 10 layers, compression to 5 layers. Up
row with terrain highlight, bottom row without.

cmp. time
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
avg

A*
72457
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

full
7094
153%
211%
255%
906%
215%

10 layers
4029
150%
202%
247%
921%
207%

5 layers
4733
132%
175%
217%
707%
182%

Table 9.7 - Table with results of wave path with starting point in the valley.
Comparisions towards distance of A*.

Our last example (Pic 9.10) is again wave example, this time with starting
point in the middle of the right are on the hill. As with previous results, computation
time for either compression level is good, and path lengths are acceptable, except few
problematic paths, that most probably leads through points with artifacts. The fact
that bad percentage appears after third quartile and average lies between second and
third quartile determines, that those problematic paths are not frequent. Numerical
results can be seen again in table (Table 9.8).
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Pic 9.10 - Table with results of wave path with starting point on the hill.
Comparisions towards distance of A*.

A*
cmp. time 73761
Q1
100%
Q2
100%
Q3
100%
Q4
100%
avg
100%

full
8150
152%
223%
297%
1144%
239%

10 layers
4690
132%
200%
266%
1110%
213%

5 layers
5953
126%
192%
246%
677%
197%

Table 9.8 - Table with results of wave path with starting point on the hill.
Comparisions towards distance of A*.

9.3 Results
Examples show, that navigation with our algorithm computes faster than reference
A*, mostly on longer paths, where problems with state explosions bothers A* the
most. The path itself is rarely optimal as A* computed one, but that was not the goal
of this algorithm, goal was, to be comparable with reference A*. Average length of
the path is usually below double of the reference path, and up to third quartile paths
are below three times the length of the path. Paths on artificial simple maps are
closer to reference ones than paths on real maps, however even longer paths seems to
have sense for human to select such a path. In other words, the selected path is not
the reference one, but it is still reasonable path reaching its destination.
The effect of compression was expected to introduce artifacts due to
corruption of originally computed structure. However it was demonstrated, that
compression removes more artifacts introduced during the structure construction then
introducing its own artifacts. Effect of increasing number of children per mesh was
expected to rise computation time, however it was demonstrated that expanding
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meshes too often requires more computation time, than running A* subpart of our
algorithm on meshes with more children.
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Conclusion and Future Work
Our goal was to propose algorithm for navigation, which aim is not to find always
the best path, but to have reasonably fast computation time and provide path of
reasonable distance for reaching the target. The algorithm was intended to benefit
from knowledge of the terrain before constructing its navigation structure (i.e. no
uniform created structure, ignoring the terrain it is being built on). The algorithm for
structure generation, navigation on it and the structure compression was successfully
proposed, implemented and tested. Therefore our goal is achieved.
When inspecting the structure, joints of the low meshes are present at each
layer. It may be interesting to reduce this memory load either by connecting them by
pointers instead of merging them on each layer (performance hit needs to be
analyzed) or considering their removal of the layer once higher layer is created. Both
solutions should lead to 



complexity of the structure prior to any

compression, and in case of their removal the compression algorithm would require
major modifications.
When navigating multiple entities at once, it would be interesting to analyze
crowd like behavior. Basic idea is: entity marks the low mesh that is occupied by this
entity and all its ancestors in the hierarchy. This would provide each mesh with
constantly accessible information about number of entities occupying it. This
information can be later used during pathfinding, to prefer less crowded roads, or
even avoiding between entities on wider road. For better efficiency, whole path
should not be computed, instead expand only as much high meshes of the temporary
path, until next low mesh is available. Then again, when the low mesh is reached,
continue with expansions only until next low mesh is obtained. This allows entity to
operatively react to dynamic changes on the road without need to re-plan the road.
More than single look-ahead low mesh may be considered, but that is part of the
future analysis that needs to be done.
It would be interesting, to analyze means of quick updates of the structure,
when some part of the terrain changes, so that the whole structure does not need to be
rebuild and would be able to support truly dynamic world.
During experiments, this approach demonstrated some artifacts in the
navigation. Most of them seem to be cause of the triangulation at the bottom level of
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the hierarchy. It would be interesting to analyze means of terrain triangulation so that
triangles create simple clusters, with cheapest possible traversal prices in the inside
of the cluster and all outside edges having aligned with contour lines.
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A List of Files
This chapter describes content of the attached CD. The content can be found in table
(Table 1).
Folder

Content

Doxygen

Doxygen generated documentation. Subfolder "html" contains interactive
version for webbrowser while "rtf" subfolder contains version suitable for
printing.
Binaries of testing application for MS Windows. Folder also contains batch
files with preset program parameters.
Example height maps.
Redistributable libraries needed by testing application.
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 complete project of testing applications.
Thesis text in pdf.

Executables
HeightMaps
Libraries
Source
Text

Table 1 - Content of the attached CD.
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B Test Application
Test application consists of three programs: FunctPrinter, HeightMapLoader and
NavMeshes. FunctPrinter is single purpose program, which creates height map
according to hardcoded function. HeightMapLoader is also single purpose program,
which loads height map and creates triangles file (file used as input by the main
program). NavMeshes is the main program, which loads triangle file and has
implemented our algorithms.

B.1 FunctPrinter
Height map generathor utilizes method "float funct(float x, float y)" to compute
height of each pixel. Current method is written correctly, in case of modifications
respect boundaries written in comments for this method. Binary program is to be run
with three compulsory parameters and fourth optional.
First two parameters are desired width and height of the final height map
while the third parameter is desired path to the output file. Fourt optional parameter
"GrayScale" might be used to generate height map with same values in each color
(otherwise each color represents different magnitude). In case of run with no
parameters, usage is printed onto console. Once the program is run, it tries to
generate height map and terminates.

B.2 HeightMapLoader
Purpose of HeightMapLoader is to load height map and store it in format readable
for the main program. Binary program is to be run with two compulsory parameters
and the third one optional. Advanced settings are stored in the config file.
The first parameter is path to the input height map file and the second one is
path to the desired triangle output file. During normal run, the program uses
triangulation, where each four pixels (transformed to vertices) creating square are
dissected into two triangles with edge from top left vertex to bottom right vertex.
This form of uniform triangulation tends to emit moderate presence of artifacts, in
which case "HiDef" third parameter should be used. In High Definition method,
triangulation is made differently. Each four pixel square of the height map is still
processed as vertices. However middle fifth vertex is computed as average. Then
four triangles are created, where each has its base as edge of the original square and
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tip on the fifth vertex. This triangulation (yet still simple and uniform) produces
fewer artifacts, but doubles number of atoms per map.
More advanced settings are stored in the configuration file, which in case of
non-existence is created pre-filled with default values. Configuration file contains
extremes of the box. Triangles in the triangle file account for these extremes in a way
that final map is tightly placed in the box (by linear transformation). Once the
program is run, it loads or creates a config, loads input height map, tries to create
output triangle file and terminates.

B.3 NavMeshes
The main application consists of console and graphics window. Console shows
various state reports while tha graphics windows registers keys pressed and
visualises the map including desired highlighters. The application has few command
line parameters and most settings ar epresent in the config file.
The first parameter is path to the triangle file, from which map is loaded. The
second optional parameter may contain prefix of mesh files (intermediate merging
steps). The third optional parameter may be set to "BATCH", in which case, the
graphics window is not opened and all merging steps are precomputed and stored
into mesh files.
Mesh file stores whole navigating structure, and is independent of other ones.
Standardly mesh files are generated one after another, however user may which to
select only few mesh files that interest him/her and rename them to be in order.
Calling next merging step then opens next mesh file, which can be used for
comparing multiple structures on the same map.
Advanced configurations may be found in the configuration file. In case that
configuration file is not present, default one is created. Entries in the default
configuration file are commented and sorted into few sections. The program is
designed as research tool. Therefore some of the values in the config may not be
usable/clear for the common user, and are designated for the researcher/developer
aware of the code behind them. When user is not sure what given configurable does,
he/she can either experiment on his/her own, or keep the configurable unmodified.
The graphics window may be resized as user wishes, or switched into full
screen (note: in full screen console is not visible). Controls are recognized only when
the graphics window is selected (selected console ignores controls). Flat movement
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of the map is done by arrow keys and depth movements are handled by Home and
Delete keys. Rotations are handled by the same keys as movement, except the Shift
key needs to be pressed also (rotation axes rotates along with the map).
From miscellaneous controls, F1 switches full screen mode, Enter reloads the
config file, or stores non-default config file (when the config file is removed). Delete
takes a picture of actual graphics window and stores it as bitmap file. Escape key
terminates the program.
Controls of the structure are usually combination of multiple keys. Spacebar
alone resets cached values and redraw (which has sense for random colorized top
meshes). Shift + Space proceeds with the single merging step, unless mesh file with
following number is present (in which case it is loaded). Ctrl + Shift + Space
proceeds with back step to structure before the last merging step, this operation is
supported only when previous mesh file can be loaded (i.e. no reverse computation is
implemented). Ctrl + Space engage automatic merge, which processes single merge
step each redraw loop until final structure is constructed (may be toggled off the
same way).
When structure is complete (or during research of behavior) compression may
be engaged. Compression is done iteratively, and single step is called by pressing
Shift + K. As with merging steps, automatic compression may be toggled by
ctrl + shift + K. Re-computation of distances is called by shift + J, and should be
called after the last desired compression step (otherwise structure is considered
corrupt).
Visualization and examination of various aspects of map is done by so called
runners. Dynamic runners are entities, which occupies single mesh and highlights it.
These have enabled movement, so may change position in each graphics draw loop.
They have associated key, and by pressing the key a runner is added into map,
pressing the key together with Shift removes a runner from the map. Triangle runner,
associated with key Q, occupies and highlights single low mesh. Mesh runner,
associated with key W, occupies and highlights single top mesh. Hierarchical mesh
runner, associated with key U, occupies single low mesh and highlights multiple
meshes in its parent chain progressively. It visualizes part of the path from low mesh
to the root of the tree structure.
Static runners do not move, and are suited for visualizing details of the whole
map. Similarly as dynamic runners, these are associated with some key, which
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activates them and deactivates when pressed together with Shift. Top mesh
colorization is associated with key E. It just highlights top meshes, so top part of the
structure can be examined. Neighbor runner highlights mesh according to number of
its neighbors and is associated with R. Its usefulness is limited and is intended for
structure debugging purposes. Clear height runner, associated with key T, just
removes height colorization of the map. It is intended to be used, when height
highlight interferes with highlight of runner user is interested in. Steepness runner
highlights, as name suggests, steepness of individual low meshes.
For testing of pathfinding, special pathfinding runners are present, and
behaves as static runners (i.e. can be enabled or disabled). As these needs to perform
some computation before they can be visualized, they are cached. Key A is
associated with runner that visualizes reference A* computed path. Key S is
associated with runner that visualizes path computed by our approach. Key D is
associated with so called wave path computed by A*. This computes path from
starting point to other points, and set highlight saturation according to the path
length. Key F is associated with wave path computed by our approach. Wave path
can be used to inspect where most artifacts are present, or to compare which areas
are considered more distant than others. Last pathfinding runner, associated by
key G, is similar to the one visualizing computed path by our approach, except it has
guided number of expanding steps. Therefore it can be used to observe process of
obtaining the final path.
Some of runners have some options, which are suitable to be modified during
the run, not only from the config file. Dynamic hierarchical runner highlights
multiple meshes form the parent chain of its low mesh, number of meshes
highlighted can be decreased with C and increased with Shift + C. Dynamic runners
move by meshes, by default in random fashion, however by key P, navigated
behavior is toggled.
Static runner visualizing top meshes may use deterministic colorization
(slower), or it can be switched to non-deterministic colorization (faster, support
lower layers), this can be done by key O. In non-deterministic colorization, static
runner visualizing top meshes can be ordered to visualize lower layer under top
meshes. Key L sets visualized layer one layer closer to low meshes, Ctrl + L sets
visualized layer 10 layers closer to low meshes. Shift + L sets visualized layer one
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layer closer to the top meshes and Ctrl + Shift + L sets visualized layer 10 layers
closer to the top meshes.
Pathfinding runner visualizing path computed by our approach with bounded
number of expansions, has its expansions decreased with X and increased with
combination Shift + X. Holding Ctrl can be used to proceed with 10 increases /
decreases at once. Wave runners have set area, which is to be covered. The area is
halved by key Y and doubled by combination Shift + Y.
When dynamic runners are set to behave non-randomly, they are navigated.
The navigation behavior can be modified. Key V cycles between navigation
algorithm, implemented options are: compute by A* (overrides our approach),
compute whole path, compute whole path always from current position and compute
path progressively (takes expansion step as needed). Key B cycles behaviors upon
reaching the target, implemented options are: follow main path, find random path
upon each reaching of target and reverse the old path (random per each runner). Key
N cycles pauses, implemented options are: pause upon reaching the target, pause
every single step, continuous movement a pause every single step and upon reaching
the target.
Among keyboard controls, the graphics window recognizes mouse orders.
Right click sets new starting point for the main path. Starting point is used also as
starting point for the wave computation. Left click sets new target point for the main
path. Target point is not used by wave computation.
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